THE ULTIMATE JOURNEY

The circumstances which now are developing will bring about the necessary means by which the ultimate journey will be aspired to.

There is a forthcoming assistance that will be of entry because of the unique quality of desire.

Perhaps by the intention of those who discover that Universal Knowledge is of great value to humanities existence the appearance will be of variation.

A discourse by way of public recognition does not always manifest that which is desired but will further the possibility of
presenting the Polaris Writings and give precedent to ideas of Cosmic Renewals. Many eras have displayed a continual spiritual progress that has not been recognized.

The reformation of some religious doctrine would change the spiritual outcome of perhaps nations. The Universal Conduct is not one of confinement and must be known to release a binding of orthodox teachings. A degree of learning and evolvement will be adhered to for those who seek but yet have not entered these dimensions of spirituality of Universal Thought.
Perhaps through acknowledgement of various beliefs there will be a unity of existence to bring together the mainstream of conviction as to a Cosmic Union.

There is to be the unfolding of specified conditions to bring about all necessary entries when circumstances present the knowledges that are released for discourse.

The method by which this discussion is renewed will automatically be energized because of the spiritual expansion that constantly remains within apparent desire.
Foremost each participant allowing for one and the others ideas or beliefs to be presented is of importance to all who address these issues.

Perhaps for futuristic manifestation the method of display will be allowed to flourish but the method of such a progression is often the process by which the solitary value is set aside.

If the Spirit is to be guarded against overwhelming outward activity the wisdom of control is always found within the Polaris Structure. Again and again it can be relied upon for its foundation of knowledges and progress evolvement
without endangering the Union of Immortality.

The process continues all that is necessary is being developed. However the measurement of time is being allowed as to the circumstances that are being presented.

The Spirit continues to evolve into a position of entry. This entry will be of a most high elevation consisting of knowledges that protect the subject of renewal as to doctrines that would negate such changes.

The telepathic communication through spiritual means again must be discerned
as to its source and essence of knowledges. Experience has shown that revelations can be a misrepresentation of that which was intended.

The Universal Mind continues to relate to these knowledges as the Spirit evolves into a Universal Position.

Because of a learning process of various degrees it is difficult to travel a journey of other pathways for fear has not allowed the freedom to consider other ways to follow.

This is why precision of an evolution of all that is being delivered and acted upon must correspond with that which
has been laid down for a foundation for progressive learning.

The meaning by which the objective is known reflects the final outcome that the Spirit continues as desire.

The energizing factor will be presented through the Cosmic Soul that involves the unifying of the earthbound Spirits even though the variations of their beliefs remain to create their own Immortality.

The Polaris Writings have now begun to manifest the action taken to share with those who do not yet know of their existence.
There is a confidence of knowing that all is not absolute but learning the various subjects display the wisdom needed to address the issues of reformation and the expansion of knowledges that have been centralized by the Polaris Energy. The dimensions of spiritual environments continue to expand for those who continue to seek their Immortality by conviction.

The symbol of the Polar Guiding Star remains to elevate the Spirit into the physical universe and remains to light the Way!
II

There remains the process of communication to acquire the Ultimate Goal. The communication will be discerned as a positive influence and accepted as such.

Therefore the remaining conditions have only to be manifested through the efforts of Spiritual Understanding.

By passing through existing dimensional knowledge the Spirit will now present a viewing of that which has been evolved through the Polaris Writings.

Manifestation will be foremost and consideration of the context presented
will become criteria for a learning process.

Becoming a forerunner of evolutionary thought continues to progress. It has been the process from the beginning to present the learning for a New Era.

The presentation is of wise council and has flourished because of this.

The Spirit is to be the mainstay of conviction to give to others a confidence for change. At times difficult because of fear that a reprisal will be forthcoming. Not so. The entry at birth is guided by the Immortal Soul and will not relinquish its possession to negative environments.
Because there is little to pretend as to the beliefs for which the spiritual world now consists among planetary beings the presence of an evolutionary thought is consistent with this measurement of time.

Because of the many who seek their own Immortality the pathway will be open to follow.

There will be those who will not accept the ideals of a New Era but the Soul Energy presents the courage to those who choose their destiny for evolutionary renewal and they will prevail.
Ignorance of specified doctrines that instill fear must be turned aside and eventually cease to be.

Revision is forthcoming and will lend to the positive attitudes that enlightens the Spirit.

The process of discernment will begin to rid the spiritual energies from an existence of bondage.

Standing fast with conviction allows the Spirit to express its desires for the betterment of planetary rule.

The Spirit dwells in High Places and will not concede to worldly conditions that are not of evolutionary exaltation.
The beginning now has manifested itself through the media of others. But the essence of knowledges can only be forthcoming through those of extensive centralization of spiritual desires.

For the presence of those who guide and protect the Spirit are in constant watch so that each degree of learning continues to manifest the possibility of a successful outcome.

All that has been spoken of will come to pass and as the future of the Earths people gain knowledge for their Spiritual Enlightenment they will know the errors of the past.
III

The Cosmic Universe is ever expanding yet within the Earths measurements it remains within many dimensions the same.

A Cosmic Consciousness must be attained to realize that among the Earths existence are numerous dimensions and varied as to degrees of Creation.

A reformation to bring about the desired arrangement for the Planet Earth is through Cosmic Consciousness.

Among the many cultures dwell the Soul Energies of an exalted position. Visions of these special beings have been
acknowledged from time to time but have not been recognized for who they really are.

They of another dimension present qualities of high minded Universal Thought and desire to remain within this context until a degree of learning and discernment has been allowed.

They remain within their dimensional position until such a measurement of time no longer requires their presence.

Visible to the inner eye of the prophet they are able to be seen and when audible projection is necessary may be heard.
To possess an insight to other dimensional worlds does not necessarily produce every visual dimension that exists.

Soul Energies involved with the existence of a Spirit embodied they often remain without notice until such a time for conscious recognition.

A possible union will cause the Spirit to enter that dimension from where the energy has made itself known. In these times the Spirit will acknowledge that it has joined an alliance of a membership that dwells in high places and given knowledges to remain within the Cosmic Consciousness.
When these knowledges no longer remain within the mental capability of a physical existence the degree of learning has not yet advanced to a spiritual maturity.

To some the desire is to know and they are given an opportunity to present such knowledges within a certain lifetime.

The unique quality among spiritual beings and those Spirits yet embodied is of an advanced nature and brings about a reformation of theological beliefs and transition.

It is then that whoever recognizes a reality in spiritual renewal is of a New
Era and necessary for the Planet and its People.

Through the past ages the prophets realized these times were forthcoming and discovered that various pathways could be followed.

They in their wisdom allowed a New Evolution to take form and give understanding to the nature of spiritual reality.

Now is a measurement of time an Era if named such to awaken these Principles of an Eternal Life within the concepts of a Cosmic Unity.
The promises for future manifestations are forthcoming. This then has become that measurement of time when the Spirit as desired will return to the place from which it entered to become a driving force for spiritual renewal.

The process is now beginning to create the energies that will become the centralization for gathering those who are discovering alternatives to past doctrines.

As the Spirit involves the energizing Soul Energies to conduct a venture of evolutionary causes a receptive
knowledge for presentation will become apparent.

The Writings of Polaris are visually seen through the concepts of its creativity as the message of deliverance becomes a living source for renewal.

Polaris has shown that from the beginning discernment is needed for each degree that is learned and acted upon.

If by a single candle lit and the rays of its glow become the beginning of renewals the Spirit has accomplished a service related to the ideals of spiritual
evolvement which are left to be pondered over and allowed discovery. Because of limitations and ever changing conditions a steadfast course must be observed.

Belief is utmost, for when entering other dimensions of knowledge a direction must be evolvement to allow the presence of those Soul Energies to be expressed through their light formations.

It is of a truth that they become a realization and of their destiny they evolve through the Immortal Soul of each individual embodiment.
Chosen as a spiritual ally these Soul Energies conduct affairs of the Human Spirit allowing a centralization of attainment.

The reign of these spiritual beings created in likeness to the Cosmic Formation are those recognized for Spirit qualities that continue to influence the human embodiment for their Immoralities.

The Creation of this Principle will always exist for the necessary means by which the Spirit abides is through the essence of the Soul.
All of this has been spoken of throughout the Polaris Writings. They remain a foundation for the future yet to come as expansion is desired.

Discovery of spiritual knowledge continues and will throughout this lifetime even to its ending.

Perhaps another dimension for existence will present itself for entering upon the visions of Immortality and given a glimpse will assist in designating a direction desired.
V

The cause pertaining to Creation has been summarized into a deity and given empowerment to finalize a doctrine.

The galactic arrangement is conceived to be of an outside intelligence, but the truth of its creation is within itself.

Difficult to understand there is an enlightenment that will allow this phenomenon to find its way through the Universal Mind as perception of the natural causes increase.

Creation has long been misunderstood, for its reaction to humanities beliefs
limits the knowledge for that which has been a mysterious empowered deity. Creation is not necessarily to be completely understood but there needs to be recognition of its inner power of intelligence.

This is no mystery for it is observed through numerous and varied species of life that exist upon the Planet. Although of a distance the Universe becomes the order by which these studies can be patterned from, but the unnecessary worship is of a pagan type of spiritual involvement.
The Universal Mind completes the Trinal Structure of the Polaris energy, but beyond this foundation discoveries are forthcoming. Knowledge continues even into Eternity for the Spirit's desire to know.

Creation is of the Creator, not at a distance, but among, within, and allied with the Trinal Structure of human existence.

How this came to be is not yet of full understanding but by each degree of awakening will manifest itself through the Trinal Alliance of Universal Mind, Spirit, and Immortal Soul.
The Fear of exploration into dimensional manifestation needs to be abolished, for hidden way within the subconscious is the Principle for which birth was derived. It all is a partition of the whole that nature conceives from the beginning of entry.

For some the lifetime will not reveal the source of all that can be acquired. No matter the uniqueness of individuality will in a measurement of time fulfill their spiritual desires to a degree of learning. Satisfaction for accomplishments will be the ultimate, for their goals and Immortality will finalize that which has been manifested.
Even as physical limitations seem to cause delay there is a spiritual reasoning being applied at times unknown on a conscious level.

As evolvement is carried forth to create the ultimate goal a clarification for its purpose will be known.